for most brain regions and for the species in which We find that synaptic strength is strongly modulated synaptic physiology is to be investigated. The hippoduring the presentation of these natural stimulus campus does, however, meet both of these requirements. trains, varying 2-fold or more because of short-term
Results
over more than a 2-fold range (measured by the ratio of the maximum response size to the minimum response size). Since the strength and duration of the applied Response to a Natural Stimulus Pattern: Field Potentials stimulus pulse was always held constant, the changes in response size must be caused by the pattern of interResponse Size Varies over a Wide Range during Natural Stimulus Pattern stimulus intervals. This large range of response sizes is typical for natural stimulus trains; for 16 experiments For our first experiment, we examined the response of a population of synapses to a natural stimulus pattern. using five different natural stimulation patterns, the synaptic strength varied by between 1.8-and 4.3-fold (ratio Synaptic response was measured as the initial slope of the field excitatory postsynaptic potential ("field EPSP") of maximum to minimum), with a mean of 2.5 Ϯ 0.6. Note that the differences in synaptic strength encountered in the CA1 region of hippocampal slices. (Except where specified in Figure 6 , all experiments were carried out within a natural spike train exceed the usual magnitudes of LTP and LTD for field potentials (Bliss and Collingin the presence of the NMDA receptor blocker [ϩ]-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid [APV] to ensure that ridge, 1993; Bear and Malenka, 1994; Nicoll and Malenka, 1995). The short-term changes in synaptic strength that no NMDA receptor-dependent long-term changes in synaptic strength occurred.) We presented the synoccur during usual synaptic use are apparently very large. apses with a constant amplitude stimulus train in which the pattern of 128 interstimulus intervals was derived One way to characterize the variability that occurs within the responses to a natural stimulation pattern is from a sequence of interspike intervals measured in vivo from the hippocampus of a freely moving rat. (The in to calculate the coefficient of variation (CV). For each experiment, we determined the mean and standard devivivo data were generously provided to us by Dr. Robert Mü ller and Dr. André Fenton; see Fenton and Mü ller ation (SD) of the response sizes over one presentation of the stimulus pattern and then found the coefficient [1998] for details of the methods.) These stimulus patterns, described more completely in a later section, typiof variation (CV within ) by taking the ratio of the SD to the mean. We use the subscript "within" on CV within to cally consist of clusters of stimuli with short interstimulus intervals, separated by long intervals with little or no indicate that it measures the variability in response sizes that occurs within a single presentation of the stimulus activity, and are referred to here as natural stimulus patterns. The synaptic responses to stimulation by a pattern. This measure of variability has an advantage over using the range of response sizes, as we did above, natural stimulus pattern are shown in Figure 1 .
As expected, the response size was very constant in that the CV within represents an overall "average" variability and is not strongly influenced by extreme values during the constant frequency stimulation (first 64 points in Figure 1A) . In marked contrast, the responses during that happen to occur. For the natural stimulus pattern data in Figure 1A , CV within ϭ 0.14, and for 16 experiments the natural stimulus pattern (last 128 points in Figure  1A) in slices studied at body temperature. Thus, the variabilslice and found that the responses were highly consisity in response size was measured during the natural tent from trial to trial ( Figure 1B) . stimulation pattern at near physiological temperature The variability of the response size to repeated pre-(35ЊC) with the actual (that is, unscaled) interstimulus sentations of a particular stimulus in a train can be charintervals recorded in vivo. A typical result appears in acterized by the CV. Previously, we measured the vari- Figure 1D , showing that the responses at higher temperability in response sizes observed during a single atures are qualitatively similar to those in Figure 1B of presentation of a stimulus pattern as CV within ; now, we a slice at room temperature. This impression is condefine the CV calculated for the response to each stimufirmed by a quantitative comparison of the high-and lus of a repeatedly presented pattern as CV between . Here, low-temperature experiments. the "between" indicates that we calculated the CV for To compare quantitatively the variability at the differresponses between repetitions of the same stimulus ent temperatures, we first measured the response sizes pattern. For each stimulus, CV between is the ratio of the SD to a particular natural stimulus pattern (spike train interto the mean across trials. These values were averaged to vals scaled) in slices at room temperature. The slice give the final mean CV between . For the data illustrated in temperature was then increased to near physiological Figure 1B , the average CV between was 0.023 Ϯ 0.010, and temperature (35ЊC), and we measured the response the individual values of CV between ranged from 0.005 to sizes to the same pattern (interstimulus intervals not 0.082 for the 128 points in the pattern. This precision scaled). Note that the "same" stimulus pattern was used in the modulation of synaptic strength by the natural for both the low-and high-temperature parts of the exstimulus pattern was true in all experiments. For 16 experiment, in that the ratios of adjacent intervals were periments (14 slices and five different patterns), the averidentical in both cases, but all of the interstimulus age CV between ranged between 0.023 and 0.055, with a lengths were three times longer for the low-(room) temtotal mean of 0.040 Ϯ 0.011. Thus, the average differperature recordings. The range of response sizes was ence in response to a particular stimulus in a natural 2.1 Ϯ 0.4 fold (n ϭ 5) during a natural stimulus pattern spike train was only about 4% across repeated presenmeasured at physiological temperature, values that are tations of the same spike train. Note that this is about the not significantly different from the 2.2 Ϯ 0.2 fold (n ϭ 5) same amount of variability that was seen for successive variations measured in the same slices at room temperaresponses to a slow constant frequency stimulus (first ture when the intervals were scaled by 3 for the low part of Figure 1A) . temperatures (Student's paired t test, p Ͼ 0.5). FurtherTo illustrate the extent to which repeated presentamore, CV within ϭ 0.16 Ϯ 0.05 for the high-temperature tions of the same natural stimulus train give the same experiments was not significantly different from CV within ϭ pattern of responses, Figure 1C shows a point-by-point 0.13 Ϯ 0.01 for the low-temperature data (with the scaled comparison of the responses from two successive preintervals). Having determined that a scale factor of 3 sentations of a natural sequence of interstimulus interapplied to interspike intervals measured in vivo gives vals. As expected, the points all lie close to the dashed the same amount of variability in response amplitude at line, with a slope of one; the correlation coefficient (R) room temperature, we therefore returned to the more equals 0.97. This indicates that the modulation of the conventional room temperature condition for the resynaptic response by the natural stimulus pattern is very mainder of our experiments. precise, rather than reflecting large random fluctuations.
Structure of the Natural Stimulus Pattern Variability Is Similar at Physiological Temperature
Because the intensity of our applied stimulus is always and Room Temperature constant, the variability in synaptic strength described Because slice experiments are most often carried out above must result from a dependence of synaptic reat room temperature, we chose to study the responses sponse amplitude on the history of interstimulus intervals within the natural pattern. Figure 2A is an illustration to natural spike trains at this temperature (‫22ف‬ЊC) in For three other cells, we believe that more than one leased. Synaptic potency, which is the amplitude of the postsynaptic response to one quantum of neurotranssynapse was being activated by our stimulus but that the number of synapses was only two or three. This mitter at a single synapse, can vary more than 2-fold at these synapses.
belief is based on the fact that the shape and latency of all synaptic currents were not identical, but only two We used recordings from single synapses and from small numbers of synapses to examine whether the nator three shapes and latencies were seen. When more than one synapse can be activated by the stimulus, one ural stimulus pattern changes the probability of neurotransmitter release or the size of the quantal postsynapcannot be sure that the response is unitary because of the possible summation of the synaptic currents from tic response, or both. Using the technique of minimal stimulation (see Experimental Procedures for descripthe different synapses. Nevertheless, changes in overall probability of transmitter release can be observed when tion), we measured the probability of neurotransmitter release during a natural stimulus train for five cells. Two the number of synapses activated is small and they have low release probabilities. In all three near minimal of those cells met our strict criteria for a single synaptic site, thus enabling measurement of the unitary response stimulation experiments, we found dramatic changes in the release probability throughout the stimulus train size.
As illustrated in Figure 4A , release probability varies (6-to 20-fold), with little or no change in the amplitude of the responses (which presumably indicates a lack of throughout the presentation of the natural stimulus pattern. The error bars indicate an estimate of the confisuperimposed responses from multiple synapses). Taken together, these observations show that variability in syndence of the probability measured, based on a binomial model (details in Experimental Procedures). Notice that aptic strength during a natural stimulus train occurs mainly because of changes in release probability, just in this example, the release probabilities P r are quite low (average P r ϭ 0.157) and vary about 10-fold during the as seen for facilitation and depletion, and that changes Response patterns can be considerably different bemodulatory influences or some other general characteristic of the brain-or to heterogeneity that appears within a tween the two slices presented with identical stimulus trains ( Figures 5A and 5B) . In Figure 5A , the response single slice? To answer this question, we recorded from a single location in the slice and stimulated two independent showed both facilitation and depression as compared with the control size (constant 0.17 Hz stimulation). The average (nonoverlapping) pathways activating neurons at that site. The response pattern was very similar for two different response size to the natural stimulus was 98% of the control level, reflecting an overall balance between the pathways in the same slice (R ϭ 0.95 Ϯ 0.04, n ϭ 4). We conclude, therefore, that it is differences in slice properties amounts of facilitation and depression. The response size ranged from 61% to 135% of control, with CV within ϭ 0.13. that lead to variations in the response to the same stimulus train; any effects of synapse heterogeneity within a slice In marked contrast, the slice in Figure 5B showed considerable depression in response to the natural stimulus patappear to be averaged out. Because different slices show different response patterns to the same natural stimulus tern, with the average response size equal to 76% of the control level. This slice also exhibited much more variabiltrain, knowing the sequence of interstimulus intervals alone does not give sufficient information to predict the ity; the response sizes ranged from 41% to 132%, and CV within ϭ 0.26. response pattern. lus patterns for synaptic recordings in vitro. Synaptic effect to the situation in the behaving animal, our obserOur experiments, while in agreement with the main vations do show that the sort of spike trains these hippoconclusions of that study, differ in a number of important campal synapses actually experience are potentially respects. First, our experiments were in the hippocampus rather than the cortex; this enabled the stimulation able to modulate synaptic strength long term. Whether
